Theoretical modeling of filtration of blood cell suspensions.
A theoretical model of filtration of suspensions containing red blood cells (RBCs) and white blood cells (WBCs) has been developed. Equations are written for the pressure drop, the filtration flow and the fractions of filter pores containing RBCs (alpha) and WBCs (alpha*). Because the relative resistances (ratios of resistance of cell to resistance of suspending fluid) of RBCs (beta) and WBCs (beta*) through the filter pore are greater than one, the transit of these cells (especially WBCs) through the filter is slower than that of suspending fluid; this leads to values of alpha and alpha* higher than those simply expected from the hematocrit and leukocrit, respectively, in the entering and exiting suspensions. In the absence of pore plugging by the cells (steady flow), the pressure drop can be computed from alpha, alpha*, beta and beta*. In order to model unsteady flow, differential equations are written to include pore plugging and the subsequent unplugging by the rising filtration pressure at a constant flow. By specifying the fractions of entering RBCs (epsilon) and WBCs (epsilon*) which would plug the pores and the rate at which the plugged pores would unplug in response to pressure rise (epsilon u), as well as the fractions of entering RBCs (epsilon p) and WBCs (epsilon p*) that would plug the pores permanently, theoretical pressure-time curves can be generated by numerical integration, and the results fit the experimental data well. From such fitting of theoretical curve to experimental data, information can be deduced for epsilon, epsilon*, epsilon u, epsilon p and epsilon* p.